May 6, 2010

Brit Hume on ObamaCare

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase president of Citizens’ Council on Health Care.

I was in Minneapolis last night listening to Brit Hume.

He discussed an election day poll of 1000 actual voters. When asked to classify themselves, from very liberal at 1 to very conservative at 10, the average was 5.88, revealing a center-right nation, not a liberal one. The poll also found forty percent rated the economy as their priority. Only 5 percent listed health care as their top concern.

So when Democrats took up health care reform, he said they “not only did the wrong thing, they did the wrong wrong thing.” Unlike most bills that pass, Mr. Hume said ObamaCare is not becoming more popular. Instead, most surveys find a majority of the public saying ObamaCare should be repealed.

Find more info at healthfreedomminute.net.
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